EXTENDED ABSTRACT
In machine learning one typically assumes that the true classification of an object depends only on the object itself and given the object, is independent of the classification of other objects. In this case, setting aside a sufficiently large and randomly chosen part of the training data as a test set, the observed sample error on the test set is an unbiased estimator of true error. However, in many application settings, those mainstream approaches to model evaluation might be inappropriate. As pointed out by [2] , among others, whenever there is autocorrelation, i.e., whenever the target value of one object depends not only on the object itself, but also on other objects' classifications or information that is shared between objects, observed error on a randomly chosen test set may not be an unbiased estimator anymore. We introduce a sampling technique, generalized subgraph sampling, that avoids a bias in error estimation by establishing the required amount of linked objects in the test set. Let us consider an example that clearly shows the dependency between training and test set due to autocorrelation among related objects. The Internet Movie Database [1] stores information on over 450,000 movies, including actors, producers, studios and box office receipts. We regard the learning task to predict whether a movie has box office receipts of more than $2 million given information about the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. studio that made the movie. Figure 1 shows the relevant structure of the movie data set. More formally, the application consists of two kinds of objects, movies X and studios A. We will refer to a studio a ∈ A as a neighbor of a movie x ∈ X if the studio produced that movie. The degree δa specifies the number of movies produced by studio a.
If we proceed as usual in order to estimate the error of the hypothesis generated by a learner and divide the movie data into a training and test set randomly (according to some split percentage), we will very likely assign movies of the same studio to both resulting sets. Thus, a dependency between the training and test set is established as the sets share some of their neighbors. In the full paper we show that, in fact, when using random splits the relative frequency of common neighbors increases with the chosen split ratio between training and test set and rapidly approaches 100 per cent. In the movie domain, containing many movies and only a few studios, movies from almost all studios will appear in both training and test set. How does this dependency influence the error estimate? Since the labels of movies produced by the same studio are correlated, for example, it is plausible that big studios will make many movies with big box office receipts, the learner will make fewer errors predicting the label of movies from known studios than of movies from unknown studios. Thus, the more objects with known neighbors are in the test set, the lower the estimated error will be even though the hypothesis is the same. This has led [2] to postulate that the dependency between the training and test set should be eliminated. They present a procedure, subgraph sampling, which ensures that any information (in this case studios) shared between different objects is included in either the training or the test set, but not in both, thus eliminating the above mentioned bias in error estimation.
This approach, however, considers only the application setting in which the studios of all future movies have never been seen before. Yet, in many applications future objects that we need to classify with our induced hypothesis will actually have known neighbors. In the movie domain it is quite likely that a new movie will be produced by one of the already existing studios. Therefore, the error will be overestimated if the links between training and test set are removed completely. Instead, the test set should reflect the probability that a randomly drawn (future) object relates to neighbors seen before. We call this probability the known neighbor probability. Given a data sample, the known neighbor probability is a domain property. If the distribution over the complete instance space were known, its computa- 0.5002 ± 0.0000 0.0000 0.7000 ± 0.0000 0.0000 0.9001 ± 0.0000 0.0000 Simple 0.5779 ± 0.0000 0.0000 0.6998 ± 0.0000 0.0000 0.8999 ± 0.0000 0.0000 Modified 0.6465 ± 0.0119 0.0014 0.7014 ± 0.0007 0.0013 0.9000 ± 0.0002 0.0011 Figure 2 : Top: average obtained known neighbor probability and standard deviation for a target known neighbor probability of 0.45; bottom: average obtained split percentage, standard deviation and percentage of unused objects tion would be straightforward. In most cases, however, the known neighbor probability must be supplied by the user based on application considerations. In order to arrive at an unbiased estimate, the fraction of objects in the test set with neighbors also present in the training set should match the known neighbor probability. How can this goal be achieved? One option is to exploit temporal aspects of the data. Data collected over time may be subdivided into sets of non-overlapping consecutive periods of time. Each of these sets can be used as training input while testing is performed on the set of the following period. [3] apply this technique to data from the Internet Movie Database separating movies by their year of appearance. Thus, each test set provides a natural proportion of known and unknown studios.
If such a temporal split cannot sensibly be applied to the data, the sampling procedure must ensure to introduce the required known neighbor probability in the test set. Above we already remarked that random sampling is incapable of establishing the known neighbor frequency, as the amount of related objects in the test set varies with the chosen training/test set split percentage. Therefore, we propose generalized subgraph sampling, which is a sampling procedure based on the known neighbor probability. It ensures that for a given data sample, known neighbor probability and a chosen training/test set split percentage, the resulting test set contains the same proportion of objects with known neighbors with respect to the training set as specified by the known neighbor probability. Generalized subgraph sampling includes subgraph sampling as proposed by [2] for the special case of a known neighbor probability equal to zero.
The task to install the known neighbor probability into the test set can be considered as an instance of the bin packing problem. In general, bin packing requires to pack a set of items into a number of bins such that their total weight does not exceed some maximum value. More specific, generalized subgraph sampling needs to fill three bins. The first bin contains the training instances. The second and third bin contain the test instances which are either related to or independent of the instances in the training set respectively.
We designed two versions of generalized subgraph sampling. The first version (Simple) prefers neighbors with a small degree in order to sustain the specified bin sizes and is allowed to adjust the training/test set split percentage if necessary. The second version (Modified) chooses all objects randomly, yet may discard data tuples in order to preserve the known neighbor probability as well as the training/test set split ratio. We evaluated both variants of our algorithm on data from the Internet Movie Database and compared their performance against random sampling. Figure 2 on top shows the achieved known neighbor probabilities for three chosen split percentages (0.5, 0.7 and 0.9). As can be seen, both versions of our algorithm are successful in ensuring the required known neighbor probability of 0.45 regardless of the chosen split percentage. As expected, the known neighbor probability obtained by random sampling varies as the chosen split percentage changes. In addition, the standard deviation of the obtained known neighbor probability using random sampling is much higher than with generalized subgraph sampling. The bottom of Figure 2 shows that both algorithms produce exactly the required sizes at a chosen split percentage of 0.7 and 0.9. For a chosen split percentage of 0.5 both algorithms yield significantly enlarged training sets, which results in this case from the small number of related objects in the data set.
In summary, in relational domains it is well known that high linkage and autocorrelation cause a bias in test procedures. Therefore, sampling procedures must be adjusted to provide for an unbiased error estimate. Present approaches only address the special case where no further dependencies between the data sample and randomly drawn future objects are expected. We propose a sampling procedure that controls the amount of dependent objects in the test set. Our evaluation shows that generalized subgraph sampling is an effective sampling procedure that guarantees to partition a sample according to a given known neighbor probability. For a detailed version of this work please refer to http://www.ais.fraunhofer.de/∼ckoerner.
